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ABSTRACT

The computational detection of similarities between
protein 3D structures has become an indispensable
tool for the detection of homologous relationships,
the classification of protein families and functional
inference. Consequently, numerous algorithms have
been developed that facilitate structure comparison,
including rapid searches against a steadily growing
collection of protein structures. To this end, NCBI’s
Molecular Modeling Database (MMDB), which is
based on the Protein Data Bank (PDB), maintains a
comprehensive and up-to-date archive of protein
structure similarities computed with the Vector
Alignment Search Tool (VAST). These similarities
have been recorded on the level of single proteins
and protein domains, comprising in excess of 1.5
billion pairwise alignments. Here we present
VAST+, an extension to the existing VAST service,
which summarizes and presents structural similarity
on the level of biological assemblies or macromol-
ecular complexes. VAST+simplifies structure neigh-
boring results and shows, for macromolecular
complexes tracked in MMDB, lists of similar
complexes ranked by the extent of similarity.
VAST+ replaces the previous VAST service as the
default presentation of structure neighboring data
in NCBI’s Entrez query and retrieval system.
MMDB and VAST+ can be accessed via http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure.

INTRODUCTION

NCBI has maintained the Molecular Modeling Database
(MMDB) (1) since 1996, as a collection of publicly
accessible experimentally determined macromolecular
structures that have been deposited with the Protein
Data Bank (PDB) (2). MMDB serves a variety of

functions. It facilitates searching for macromolecular
structure data in NCBI’s Entrez query and retrieval
system (3); links and associates macromolecular structure
data with a variety of other resources such as gene,
sequence, sequence variation, chemistry and literature
databases; provides sequence data for NCBI’s BLAST
(4) services; and supports other NCBI resources such as
the Conserved Domain Database (CDD) (5) and IBIS (6).
MMDB mirrors the content of PDB and currently
contains 94 688 macromolecular structures. More than
97% of these structures have at least one protein or poly-
peptide component. Recently, MMDB has updated the
default presentation of macromolecular structure data so
that the biologically relevant macromolecular complexes
(termed ‘biological units’ or ‘biological assemblies’), as
defined by the structures’ authors or computed by the
PDB (7), are shown by default, and so that interactions
between macromolecules or macromolecules and smaller
chemical ligands are emphasized (1). This presentation
makes it easier to identify pairs of molecules that come
into direct contact with each other in a macromolecular
complex—something that can be difficult to determine, for
example, when visualizing large biological assemblies
using 3D graphics software.
Another feature of MMDB is the association of 3D

structures, through sequence similarity searches, with
protein sequences that do not yet have solved structures,
facilitating inference of protein function. A BLAST search
of all sequences in the Entrez Protein database, against
the subset of protein sequences from experimentally
determined structures, maps a large fraction of the
publicly available proteins to three-dimensional structure
information in MMDB. For example, of the 35 138
human protein sequences tracked in NCBI’s BioProject
178 030, a genomic sequence data set from a human
hydatidiform mole cell line, 76% appear similar to
known 3D structures using standard protein-BLAST.
An even larger fraction can be mapped to 3D struc-
ture using approaches with higher sensitivity, such as the
identification of conserved domain signatures. Thus,
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macromolecular structure data as provided by MMDB
can be used to postulate homology-inferred function for
a large number of functionally uncharacterized protein
sequences and genes.
What may be less well-known and used are structure

neighboring data and a structure neighboring service
available as part of MMDB, which identify similarly-
shaped structures based on geometric criteria, regardless
of the extent of sequence similarity. The resulting 3D
structure alignments are helpful in understanding the
functional consequences of sequence variation, as well as
in discovering distant homologous relationships and
subtle functional similarities. The Vector Alignment
Search Tool (VAST) (8) algorithm, which computes
these similarities, was developed around 1995 and has
been applied ever since to compute and maintain compre-
hensive and up-to-date lists of statistically significant
similarities between known protein 3D structures. Pre-
computed similarities and alignments derived from struc-
ture superposition are available for all protein structures
that have been included in MMDB and are suitable to be
processed by VAST. An interactive search tool, VAST-
Search, facilitates structure similarity searches for
protein structure queries that are not (yet) part of
MMDB’s collection, enabling a user to enter 3D
coordinate data for comparison against all publicly
available structures.
In the past 25 years, a variety of methods have been

developed to computationally characterize ormeasure struc-
tural similarities between macromolecules, resulting in an
even larger variety of published methods, too numerous to
be listed here (9). The Protein Data Bank, for example,
reports structure neighbors from a subset of representatives
computed with the jFATCAT algorithm (10) and points to a
handful of external resources that provide structural classi-
fications and structure comparisons: SCOP (11), CATH
(12), VAST (8), FATCAT (13), DALI (14) and
Superfamily (15). SCOP is a hierarchical classification of
domain structures that has been maintained by manual
intervention and does not rely on computationally
determined 3D structure similarity. CATH classifies
domain structures hierarchically as well, but makes system-
atic use of the SSAP (16) algorithm to compute similarities
on a 3D level. FATCAT, a more recent development, uses
dynamic programming to string together locally aligned
pairs of structural fragments while allowing for a number
of twists around pivot points, decomposing the match
between two structures into a series of segment pairs that
can be superimposed as rigid bodies. The jFATCAT imple-
mentation used to pre-compute data for the PDB site falls
back to reporting a single-segment rigid body superimpos-
ition, though. DALI was one of the first structure compari-
son methods that relied solely on geometric criteria and has
been available since themid 1990s.Anothermethod that had
been incorporated in the Protein Data Bank, CE (17),
computes rigid body superimpositions for alignments
found via combinatorial extension of aligned fragment
pairs, as opposed to dynamic programming or Monte
Carlo optimizations.
Most, if not all of these computational resources and

the associated data have been maintained and available/

accessible since their inception, although updates of data
sets such as pre-computed structure alignments may not
have happened frequently, as most structure comparison
methods are computationally intensive. The DALI
database of pre-computed structure alignments, for
example, currently reports a most recent update in
March 2011. Also, most of the pre-computed structure
neighboring data sets and search databases available for
live neighboring have been reduced in size to contain rep-
resentative structures only. Pre-computed structure neigh-
bors as found on the PDB Web site, for example, have
been obtained for representative structures from clusters
formed at a threshold of 40% sequence identity, meaning
that a structural alignment between an arbitrary pair of
similar or related protein structures may not be readily
available, which somewhat limits the practical applicabil-
ity of the data and search implementations.

The VAST search database and database of pre-
computed structure alignments have been maintained as
complete and redundant collections since their launch,
with automated updates occurring on a weekly basis.
This was made possible by implementing a fast heuristic
that uses a model for the statistical significance of initial
alignments of secondary structure vectors (which can be
computed quickly), so that the database searches can
avoid costly alignment refinements for the large majority
of insignificant and uninteresting similarities. The draw-
backs are that a heuristic will miss some potentially inter-
esting similarities. The VAST algorithm will not, for
example, report similarities between structures deemed
to have <3 secondary structure elements. Searches for
structural similarity can and should be complemented
with searches for sequence similarity, as flexibility of
molecular structure and limitations of the structure com-
parison method may preclude the detection of matches
between structures of homologous polypeptides. In
general, though, structure comparison methods will pick
up many subtle similarities that evade detection by
sequence comparison strategies, and there is no natural
cutoff point for a ranked list of similar structures, unlike
in the sequence comparison scenario, where matches to
non-homologous gene products are considered accidental
and uninformative, for the most part.

Results computed by the VAST algorithm have been
compared against other approaches a number of times
(17–19). Although there are subtle differences in retrieval
sensitivity and alignment accuracy (20), it appears fair to
state that the large majority of extensive structural
similarities, which are indicative of common evolutionary
descent and could be used to infer functional similarities,
are reported by VAST (and by most if not all of the alter-
native approaches to detect common substructures).

As structure similarity search strategies have been de-
veloped to also detect distant relationships that might not
be evident from sequence analysis, most if not all of the
current approaches have been implemented so that they use
a single protein molecule or rather a single domain as the
unit of comparison. This has been true for VAST, in par-
ticular. However, the Protein Data Bank is continuing to
accumulate structures of larger macromolecular complexes
and has started to provide data on what constitutes
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functionally or biologically relevant macromolecular
complexes or biological assemblies (1). Such assemblies
range from simple homo-oligomers to intricate arrange-
ments of many different components, revealing details on
specific molecular interactions and on how these might con-
strain sequence variation. A small number of approaches
have been published in the past few years that examine
structural similarity of macromolecular complexes (21,22).
Here we present a simple strategy that builds on the existing
database of pairwise structure alignments computed by
VAST and supports the first (to our knowledge) compre-
hensive and regularly updated collection of macromolecu-
lar complex similarities.

VAST+AS AN EXTENSION TO EXISTING PROTEIN
STRUCTURE COMPARISON

As information characterizing biological assemblies in
macromolecular structure data has become available, it
seemed that the biological assembly would be a convenient
and informative unit of comparison between individual
entries in the structure database. If the goal is to list struc-
tures most similar to any particular query, one would have
to consider that the query itself may contain a macromol-
ecular complex with a given stoichiometry, and that
matching complexes with matching stoichiometry might
be more informative ‘structure neighbors’ than, for
example, the structures that happen to contain molecules
with the strongest local similarity to the query, irrespective
of the context.

VAST+ builds on the existing VAST database to
generate such a report of structure neighbors. Its goal is
to find the largest set of pairs of matching macromolecules
between two biological assemblies and to characterize that
match and compute instructions for a global superimpos-
ition that can be used to visualize the structural similarity.
For each pair of structures in MMDB, VAST+examines
pre-computed structure alignments stored in the VAST
database that were computed for the full-length protein
molecule components of the default biological assemblies.
If such pairwise alignments are found, the alignments
between individual protein components of the biological
assemblies are compared with each other for compatibil-
ity, and compatible/matching alignments are clustered
into sets of alignments that together constitute a biological
assembly match. Pairwise alignments are compatible
(i) if they do not share the same macromolecules, i.e. a
protein molecule from one assembly cannot be aligned to
two molecules from the other assembly at the same time
and (ii) if they generate similar instructions (spatial trans-
formation matrices) for the superpositions of coordinate
sets. A simple distance metric can be used to compare
transformation matrices and it lends itself to cluster align-
ment sets efficiently.

Each set of compatible pairwise alignments can be
characterized by (i) the number of pairwise matches, i.e.
the total number of pairs of protein molecules from the
query and subject biological assemblies, that are
simultaneously aligned with each other; (ii) the RMSD
of the superposition obtained from considering all

alignments in the set; (iii) the total length of all pairwise
alignments, i.e. the total number of amino acids that are
aligned in 3D space; and (iv) percentage of identical
residues in the alignments. For each pairwise comparison
of two biological assemblies, only the match with the
highest number of aligned molecules and the highest
number of aligned residues is recorded and reported.
Currently, �53% of polypeptide-containing struc-

tures in MMDB have >1 polypeptide chain. The histo-
gram plotted in Figure 1 breaks down the numbers by
oligomer size and indicates that large fractions of the
oligomeric assemblies have, in general, structure neighbors
that match the entire assemblies. It should be noted that
the fractions might be somewhat exaggerated, as exact
duplicates of a structure would be counted as biological
assembly matches, and no attempt was made to remove
redundant structures or classify biological assembly
matches as informative versus uninformative.

THE VAST+WEB SERVICE

Structure neighbors as computed by the VAST+algorithm
will be used in the future to provide links to ‘similar struc-
tures’ on Entrez/structure document summaries. Lists of
similar structures are then summarized via a new inter-
active web service, which can also be used independently
of the Entrez query and retrieval system and provides tools
for sub-setting results, at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
Structure/vastplus/vastplus.cgi. For a query structure
specified by the user, the service lists similar structures,
should they exist, ranked by the extent of the match.
Matches that associate each polymer chain of the query
with a corresponding polymer chain of some other struc-
ture are considered complete and are indicated with full
circles in the search results table; partial matches are
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Figure 1. This histogram displays the number of structures in MMDB
(blue), categorized by the size of the biological assembly. Monomers,
dimers and higher oligomers up to dodecamers are plotted as separate
categories, the 13th category summarizes tridecamers and all higher
oligomers. The y-axis is scaled logarithmically. Red columns indicate
the number of structures in that category that have at least one
complete biological assembly match according to VAST+.
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Figure 2. The VAST+web service generates lists of structures that have 3D similarity to the query. Matches are evaluated with biological assemblies
as the unit of comparison (referred to as Biological Units) and may summarize simultaneous alignment of several protein molecule pairs. The query
structure ‘3O6F’ (24) currently yields 2712 structure neighbors. Only the 115 neighbors with a complete biological assembly match have been selected
in this example (via the ‘display filters’ menu, shown as collapsed in this figure). The 115 complete matches have been sorted by RMSD, and the
third ranking match has been selected to provide more detail. The tabulated matches are shown with their PDB accession, descriptive text,
the number of proteins aligned in the match, the total number of aligned residues, the sequence identity and the RMSD resulting from the
simultaneous superimposition of all aligned molecules. In this example, the query ‘3O6F’ matches the structure ‘1J8H’ with a total of four
aligned protein molecules, totaling 768 residues and resulting in a superposition with 2.55 Å RMSD. 80% of the residues in 3O6F and 1J8H that
were spatially aligned by VAST are identical. The extended panel characterizing this selected match contains a table that lists pairs of matching/
aligned proteins, and it provides schematic depictions of each biological assembly’s composition and interactions. The user can mouse-over those
schematics to identify individual molecules and their corresponding match in the other structure (as shown in this example). The individual protein
match table contains action buttons that provide access to the pairwise sequence alignments as derived from the VAST superimposition and launch
points for visualization of the structure superimposition with the protein structure viewer Cn3D (23). Each ‘‘3D View’’ button will open a
superposition of the complete biological assembly alignment with the 3D view centered on the selected protein molecule and its sequence data
featured in the Cn3D sequence viewer window. Next to the Aligned Molecules table, an information box lists some stats that characterize the
matched biological assembly.
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indicated with partially filled circles. The default ranking
puts matches with the most matched components at the top
of the list. Not all queries that have similar structures ac-
cording to VAST+are guaranteed to also have complete
matches (although monomers usually do). The search
results tables provided by the VAST+web service give a
concise summary of the matches and the extent/quality of
the similarity. A clickable ‘+’ symbol opens a panel for a
selected match that provides more details and
functionality.

USING CN3D TO VISUALIZE BIOLOGICAL
ASSEMBLY ALIGNMENTS

The 3D structures of superimposed biological assemblies
may be visualized using the 3D viewer Cn3D (23),
which has been re-released as a new version 4.3.1 to

support the visualization style. Currently, Cn3D is able
to display the structure superposition of the matched
biological assemblies and all the protein chains
involved, but it can only display one sequence alignment
at a time. Therefore, the individual protein match table
as shown in Figure 2 provides separate Cn3D launch
points for each matched/aligned protein pair. All of
these launch points will result in the same 3D image
and rendering, but they will differ in the pair of
aligned sequences that are chosen as the content
of Cn3D’s sequence/alignment viewer window. Figure
3 provides examples of Cn3D visualization sessions.
Pairs of matching molecules are rendered in the same
color, with unaligned segments rendered in gray. The
default rendering settings, as generated and provided
by the VAST+ service, can be examined and modified
via Cn3D’s StylejAnnotate menu.

Figure 3. Visualization of structurally matching biological assemblies, as rendered by the visualization tool Cn3D. Cn3D is a helper application for
the web browser, available for Windows and OS-X platforms. The query structure, PDB accession 3O6F, represents the complex of an autoreactive
T-cell receptor (MS2-3C8, molecules rendered in green and brown) complexed with a self-peptide derived from myelin basic protein and the multiple
sclerosis-associated MHC molecule HLA-DR4 (molecules rendered in magenta and blue) (24). The self-peptide has been fused with the MHC
molecule for the experiment, which explains why the query is represented as a biological assembly with only four components (Figure 2), and is
rendered in gray, as is the default for all unaligned segments in Cn3D visualization sessions launched from VAST+ results pages. The left panel
shows 3O6F superimposed with the structure neighbor, PDB accession 1J8H (25), which contains a complex between HLA-DR3, an Influenza
hemagglutinin peptide, and a human alpha/beta T-cell receptor. Molecules are rendered so that their colors match those of the corresponding query
molecules. The structures of the two complexes match well, resulting in a superimposition of 768 amino acid residues at �2.6 Å RMSD. This
demonstrates how well the autoreactive T-cell receptor complex mimics complexes that include foreign peptides, and it is thought that this binding
mode is responsible for the autoimmune TCR escaping negative selection. The right panel shows the VAST+ alignment between 3O6F and the
structure of a T-cell receptor from a patient with multiple sclerosis, complexed with a myelin basic protein-derived peptide and an HLA-DR2 MHC,
PDB accession 1YMM (26). The conformations of the two complexes are different although their components are similar, and VAST+ does not
consider the complete biological assemblies to match. Instead, it reports the most extensive sub-structure match, which in this case involves both
subunits of the MHC (molecules rendered in magenta and blue). The molecules corresponding to the TCR are rendered in gray color and would not
be displayed by default. The unusual conformation of the complex reported in 1YMM is thought to represent an alternative binding mode that helps
autoimmune TCRs to escape negative selection.
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SIMILAR SUBSTRUCTURES: ORIGINAL VAST AND
VAST-SEARCH

MMDB is updated weekly, following PDB’s schedule.
With each update, computation of new structure neigh-
bors is completed within a few days, and they are available
as structure neighbors computed for biological assemblies
via the VAST+ service, as well as structure neighbors
computed for individual protein chains and domains, via
the original VAST service. The latter is accessible on the
VAST+ pages via a button labeled ‘original VAST’ that
can be found near the top of the VAST+results page. At
this point, the VAST-search service, which accepts
3D structure data uploaded in PDB-format, remains
unchanged, and presents similar structures in the
Original VAST format (Table 1).

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The current implementation of VAST+, the associated
database of pre-computed structure comparison results
and the web service represent a first attempt at providing
a comprehensive set of structure neighboring information
for biological assemblies. Several issues may limit the
potential applications of the idea, and we intend to
address them in future releases of the service and the
associated data. Currently, VAST+ neighboring is re-
stricted to the default biological assembly for each struc-
ture, as determined by the content of the structure data
and MMDB parsing. Although multiple biological
assemblies, if present in a structure entry, tend to be
closely similar copies of each other, there are exceptions
that should be considered explicitly. Also, VAST+ cur-
rently draws on results of VAST neighboring as
computed for complete protein molecules and ignores a
larger set of results obtained for individual domains. This
was done intentionally, so as to speed up the computa-
tion, and as the first implementation was intended to
focus on structural similarities that are both strong and
global. We anticipated that most cases, where two entire
biological assemblies can be superimposed globally,
would break down into individual protein pairs that
can also be aligned and superimposed globally, and not
just at the level of individual domains. More import-
antly, VAST+ makes no attempt at this point at
refining the alignment and superpositions after detecting
a match between two biological assemblies. It is conceiv-
able that such refinement would, in many cases, results in

somewhat shorter alignments and lower RMSD values
and might be useful in emphasizing the conserved
contact interface between the components of a molecular
complex. Furthermore, a strategy for detecting biological
assembly matches that considers multiple molecules sim-
ultaneously might exhibit higher sensitivity and pick up
similarities that cannot be found via the 2-tiered
approach we have presented here. Currently, VAST+
ignores non-polypeptide components of macromolecular
complexes, but certainly both nucleic acids and chemical
ligands, if present, could be matched as well as the
protein components. It should be mentioned that no
VAST+ neighboring data are available for structure
database entries that lack assignment of biological
assemblies, and currently VAST+ skips biological
assemblies whose size exceeds a threshold number of
protein components—the systematic evaluation of all
possible multimolecule matches becomes too time-
consuming, and will need to be supplemented by a
suitable heuristic.
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